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''People, Get Ready ... '' 
The Chambers Brothers are five 
beautiful guys; four of whom were 
born in Mississippi and one in 
Yorkshire, England. There are 
George, Willie, Lester, Joseph and 
Brian. The Brothers have been to-
gether as a group for six years in 
the rock scene, and before that 
sang as a gospel group. The &oth-
ers were the first to bring gospel 
to night clubs and coffee houses. 
Their belief was that the people 
there needed God more than the 
people in the churches, and how 
right they were. But like all great 
pioneers, they were put down for 
it. This didn't stop the Brothers; 
it gave them a stronger incentive 
editorial 
to search for a new sound--a sound 
that would bring people together 
and make them. •happy. 
What bag are the Brothers in? 
The Chambers Brothers belong to the 
rock scene, the blues scene, the 
rythm and ·blues scene, the country-
western scene, the psychadelic 
scene, and the gospel scene. All 
of those juxtapositions mean they 
belong to the total music scene and 
are playing every conceivable type 
of' music. The only bag you can put 
the Brothers in is "Chambers Music", 
i.e., a true love feeling between 
their audiences and themselves. 
The above, if it seems to be dif-
ficult to understand and hard to 
• (see page 9) 
Advisory Error 
Last Wednesday night, the Advisory Committee met in the Presidential 
Dining room to discuss tuition differences between the Portland and Gor-
ham Campuses, and to listen to the student Tuition Committee report on that 
matter. Th students presented their case for (on philosophical grounds) 
Zero (0) dollars and then stated that on practical grounds the tuition 
should be no higher than the present Gorham rate, or $200 per year. This 
proposal was the last rational act of the evening. The meeting turned 
into a circus, and all hope of effecting a compromise proposal was lost. 
There was no need of what happehed at that meeting (arguements, no 
. progress ~on tuition, mere personal attacks). The OBSERVER feels that if 
progress on- tuition is to be made through this group, then the Advisory 
Committe is no longer a workable functioning body and should be disaanded. 
(Continued on Page 6) 
Debate Takes 
Second As 
Berry Excels 
'Ille Debate Team travelled to 
Colby College this past weekend to 
defend its' title as Ma.ine State 
Charrpions. In the rounds, Gorham 
beat all teams outright (as they 
had done at Brown last week) but 
the fihal analysis gave Bowoin 
the crown .while Gorham took second. 
All was not lost, however, as Bob 
Berry, Gorham Frosh, was rated best 
Tournarrent Speaker and won First Place 
Negative. Traditionally, Coby has 
been .considered the State Toyrnarrent 
as Orono, Bates, Ba.vdoin, Colby, and 
Gorham were entered. This year, RIC, 
Dartrrouth, and UConnecticut attended 
the Tourney. In ali, the team did 
a fine job as they did not lose to 
any Maine schools in any given round. 
Next week, the travel to Burl-
ington, Vernont for the University 
of Vernont Tournarrent . 
Varstiy debaters include Peter 
Davis, Bill Murphey, Ken Starr, and 
Bob Berry. 
Ford Film Festival 
enters second full 
week with full sched-
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Observer 
Alumni Issue 
A special edition of the OBSE~VER 
will go to press Friday for distri-
bution durfng the holiday season to 
over 7000 alumni and friends of. the 
college. Published to aquaint those 
people with the happenings on and off 
campus of the past year, it is open to 
contributions from all members of the 
campus community. _ 
If you have something which you 
believe would interest our outside 
readers, please submit it to the 
OBSERVER office before Thursday 
afternoon, 3:30. ~ 
All articles should be typewritten 
and signed. If you submit a letter, 
it must carry the signature to press. 
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A Pictoral Review 
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Def erlllents Can Be Dropped 
Status To Aid Individual's 
Selective Service Director Curtis 
W. Tarr reported Oct. 26, he has 
ordered local d.Faft boards to per-
mit men to drop deferments and take 
I-A classifications at any- time re-
gardless of 'Whether they continue 
to rreet the conditions for 'Which 
their deferments were granted. 
The order will especially bene-
fit college students 'Who have II-S 
deferments and lottery numbers above 
195 - alrrost certain to be the high-
est numbers that any local board 
will reach this year. 
Men 'Who elect to discard their 
deferments before the end of the 
year and accept the I-A status will 
drop into the 1970 first priority 
group with unreached numbers, but 
on Jan. 1, 1971 they will be put 
into the second priority group and 
be subject to call only in a national 
errergency. 
A Selective Service official re-
corrrrended that college students 
with II-S deferments call their 
local boards to find out the high-
est lottern numbers to be called 
in 1970 and make decisions based 
on that infonnation. He pointed 
out that at least one board will 
not go past .No. 3 this year, 'While 
many boards will not go beyond 
numbers 140-150. If the student 
determines that he will not be call-
ed this year, he should then submit 
This is a picture of: 
1. The Three Stooges 
2. The Three Musketeers 
3. The Gorham Vice Squad 
4. The School Tiddlywinks Team 
All guesses must be submitted 
on paper to the OBSERVER office no 
later than T- ursday noon. Winners 
will recieve a free tout of the 
threesome's office. 
"It is usually the O!;es who have 
something to hide who shout the 
loudest to cover it up." 
his request in writing to cancel 
his deferment. 
"OUr purpose," Tarr said, "is 
to achieve fairness to all registrants 
in determining their priority status 
on Jan. 1 of the new year, and to 
limit 'Whenever possible the uncer-
tainty and anxieties that young 
men with high random sequence select-
ion numbers may have." 
In addition to II-S deferments, 
the new ruling also applies to 
those holding occupational defer-
ments, and paternity or hardship 
deferments. 
Tarr said the new ruling also 
will be helpful in gaining an accur-
ate picture of the nation's manpower 
situation. 
He also pointed out that all de-
ferments are issued for limited 
periods of time, generally for one 
year, and that it is the responsi-
bility of the registrant to submit 
docurrentation for an extension of 
his deferment. In the absence of 
docurrentation the new ruling instructs 
local boards to prorrptly reclassify 
registrants into I-A. This means 
that registrants wishing to continue 
their deferments should submit the 
supporting docmnentation to their 
local boards. Tarr said this has 
been comron Selective Service policy 
at nost boards and the new instruc-
tion nCM standardizes the practice. 
Parietal Poll 
In Andrews 
by Linda .Rideout 
A great step forward has been 
taken at Gorham this year with the 
initiation of parietals. Parietals 
have been set up on weekends only, 
on Friday from 6:00 p.m. to 12:00 
midnight, on Saturday from 12:00 
noon to 12 : 00 midnight, and on Sun-
day from 12:0Q noon to 6:00 p.m. 
Polls recently taken in many 
dormitories shCM that the majority 
of stud.ents are not satisfied with 
these hours. One question asked. 
in a questionaire in TCMers was 
"Do you feel that parietal hours 
are sufficient the way they are 
now?" The results were 124 no and 
31 yes. 
There has been much talk of 
having 24 hour parietals. Robie 
coeds voted unanirrously in favor 
of 24 hour parietals. A poll taken 
in Tc:Mers shO\tled that 64 were in 
favor of having parietals extended 
to 24 hours on weekends plus from 
12:00 noon to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays. 
44 people wanted 24 hour parietals 
everyday. A vote taken in Andrews 
Hall had the foll<:Ming results: 
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Maine SteillJ 
·, ,,,,- · ' 
Due to the somewhat lack of unity 
in the University system after the 
recent merger, I became interested 
in looking for sarething that all 
of the University carrpuses could 
relate to. 
After much consideration on rey 
part and after talking with Orono 
allll'fil and students, and Gorham fac-
ulty and students, I reached the 
conclusion that perhaps the "Univer-
sity of _r11..aine Stein Song" could fill 
this void. 
Your thoughts on this subject 
would be greatly appreciated. 
Maine Stein Song 
Fill the steins to dear old Maine, 
Fill as the rafters ring, 
Stand and drink the toast once again! 
Drink to the careless days 
Drink to Maine, our Alma Mate • 
The colleg of our hearts always 
To the trees ... to the sky! ... 
To the spring in its glor i ous 
happiness 
To the youth, ..• to the fire, ... 
To the life that is moving and 
calling us! 
To the Gods, ..• to the Fates, ... 
To the rulers of men and their 
destinies; 
To the lips, ... to the eyes, .•• 
To the girls who will love us 
some day! 
Chorus 
Fill ... the stetns to dear old Maine! 
Fill as the rafters ring! ••. 
Stand •.. and drink the toast once again! 
Let every loyal Maine man sing; •.. 
D~ink •.. to all the happy hours, 
Drink to the careless day~! ..• 
Drink to Maine, our Alma Mater, 
The college of our hearts always ... 
vbrds by Lincoln Colcord 
Arranged by A.W. Sprague 
Frid~y 
6 p.m. - 2 a.m. 40 
24 hours 39 
3 p.m. - 12 mid. 22 
6 p.m. - 12 mid. 15 
Saturday 
12 noon - 2 a.m. 44 
24 hours 43 
12 noon - 12 mid. 16 
2 p.m. - 2 a.m. 13 
Sunday 
12 noon - 9 p.m. 47 
24 hours 35 
3 p.m. - 10 p.m. 23 
12 noon - 6 p.m. 9 
So as you can see, the majority 
want either extended or 24 hour 
parietals. 
It seems to me that the adminis-
tration should take note of the 
results of these polls and do 
sorrething about it. 
g Or 'f yes! A weat moralist! 
listen , .. Not power, 
Reading but justice.Not politics, 
Just imagine his impact 
on men's minds r ... And 
what ir there were two 
of them?! Another 
Camus cr~ing out. 
against injustice?! 
What would Albert Camus 
Be \'/ere he two ? 
I suppose l 
had that 
coming .. . Camus but morality." Man 
again 2 fT1U5t join in the t'ight 
against social evilr 
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EXTRANCE 
Morning when you 
Woke me 
Shook me 
Gave me orangejuice 
And stood with makeup on 
and showered skin 
Shades pulled up was 
sunrise killing 
We crept out 
The day roared in 
Stephen Ke 11 ey 
UMG 
November 16, 1970 
l .___ _A_rs_P_oe_t_ic_a___Jj 
LEVJTATION 
My knees rise with a moon 
Slow through starry flight 
Where ride the camels barehumped 
Blow in shining light. 
Oh come and sing to me 
Again you hairy 
Fool with the flower betwe~n 
Your toes. 
FALL TABOR 
Deborah Holmes 
Spring 1969 
The wind and my skin 
Are one they are 
Wnite sucking out the ground 
Folds where the brown mole breathes 
Slower than the trees rhyme 
In gray never staying 
Covered like thewind in my skin 
White sky skin above the brow. 
Deborah Holmes 
Autumn T969 
OBSERVER 
LOW PLACES 
Lovers pass in slow 
For they have few places to go 
Except those low 
Places where lovers often go. 
In low places where lovers hide 
Where dew birds climb and die 
No one cries 
Except the lovers 
And their gray-assed mothers. 
Deborah Holmes 
Winter 1969 
A running stream reminds me 
that my life, like it, 
is slipping away like the water; 
running down our path-beds. 
R. Peterson 
UMF 
Theatre Reaches Out in 
1970 is the year of growing. 
1969 was reaching forward, feeling 
strength with Fantasticts, yearning 
tCMard Washington, D. C. with The 
Good Woman of Setzuan. 1969 was 
long hours of study and practice 
t- produce Gorham's first and suc-
cessful debate team. 1970 rang in 
with the widely popular Poor of 
Portland, and an amazing number of 
debate trophies. By June, presidents 
of Yale, Harvard, Dartm:mgh and rrore 
were reaching for their naps to 
locate Gorham--a rrouse that had 
suddenly begun to roar. 
With the fall of 1970 the depart-
rrent rejoiced to be the first col~ 
lege in southern Maine offering a 
major in Theatre-Speech. Official 
backing only serves to spur depart-
rrent professors Minor Rootes, Wal-
ter Stump, and Melvin Pic'l and 
students on to bigger and better 
things for Gorham. 
New Fields and Directions 
entertaining. The play is a col- pass many authentic Japanese effects, 
lection of Sandburg's works woven requiring much research on the part 
by Norman Corwin in song and story. of student prcx:luction personnel 
Another new innovation~-The World to keep everything true to Japanese 
of Carl Sandburg is touring through tradition. All costumes and ffi3.ke-
Maine and the surrounding area. up, from kirronos to kabuki wigs, 
Dates are still available, and any- are being originally designed and 
one interested in seeing the Tree- built by Treehouse Players. 
house Players perfonn locally is High standards call for"'artistic 
invited to call the Theatre Depart- as well as technical perfection. 
rrent for rrore inf ornation. . Cast rranbers Philip Benner, Jr. , 
The debate team began its steam- Susan Bentzen, Michael Bn»otte, 
rolling attack again this fall, Steve Kelley, Claudette Lachance, 
breaking in several new rrembers Gregory Parker, Beverly Strout, 
and coming hane with the tip trophy Bill Wocx:1, Rayrrond Wynn and Samurai 
from the Fourth Annual southern dancers Charles Grindle and Mark 
New England Debate Tournarrent held Skinner have been rehearsing many 
in Bridgeport, Connecticut. Once hours already as they prepare for 
again Gorham defeated long accepted the Dece:nber opening. 
strongholds of debate such as Rutgers , Rashorron will open on December 
West Point, Boston university, 4, and continue to run through Dec. 
Enerson College, Brown University 5, 10, 11, and 12. Tickets will 
and many others. be on sale approximately one week 
The Treehouse Players turn to before opening night, and reserva-
Japan for their next production. tions may be made at that .tirre. 
Rashorron, by Faye and Michael Kanin, Curtain tirre for all performances 
is a Japanese legend of rrorals and is 8 p.m. in Russell Hall. 
ethics viewed through individual 1969 was a hard year to top. 
Opening the season was The World 
of Carl Sandburg, presented by the 
Treehouse Players. This was Gorham's 
first attempt at a reader's theatre, 
and audiences found it lively and prejudices. P-ashorron will encom- The debate team becarre one of the 
------=;;._ ______ _.;.. ____________ giants of the Northeast. The Good 
''Much Ado" 
Tonight 
The National Shakespeare Company 
will perform William Shakespeare's 
comedy "Much Ado About Nothing" at 
the Gorham campus of the University 
of Maine at Portland-Gorham Monday, 
November 16. Curtain tirre will be 
at 8 p.m. in Russell Hall, .and tic-
kets may be purchased for $1.00 per 
person at the door. 
The Company, chartered as a non-
profit educational organization 
by the State of New York, has per-
forrred for major universities and 
colleges and is now in its eighth 
touring season across the United 
States and _Canada. The play is 
under the direction of Mario Silentti, 
who has staged numerous productions 
for the Metropolitan Cpera Company. 
The appearance of the National 
Shakespeare Corrpany is part of the 
University of Maine Portland-Gorham 
Fall Concert-Lecture Series • 
.. 
Woman of Setzuan placed thirteenth 
in national college and university 
canpetition and second in New Eng-
land. But 1970 is looking higher 
still, and 1971 will bring another 
Gorham first. 
The final production of the 
current season will be the spring 
performance of the ever-popular 
musical Carnival. This is one of 
the biggest shows yet atterrpted at 
Gorham. Anc:l the Treehouse Players 
are proud to announce that cast and 
crew members of Carnival will tarvel 
overseas during the summer, perfonn-
ing as guests of the United States 
_Air Force on a U.S.O. tour. 
Theatre-Speech at Gorham is gr~-
ing up. The department is proud 
to be able to e:xpand as Gorham ex-
pands from a college to a univer-
sity. Yes, the rrouse that was Gor-
ham has finally roared - and many 
lions in the Northeast are uneasily 
wondering vvhat she' 11 be like vvhen 
she gets big. 
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Stoneflute: One Big, Beautiful Musical Explosion 
by John A. Chabot 
Last Thursday night, I sat morosely 
in the lounge, sipping a coke, and 
trying unsuccessfully to put tomor-
row's Human Growth test out .of my 
mind, when a familiar figure wear-
ing a blue-plaided Paul Bunyan shirt 
pounced on me with a burst of joy-
ousness. Throwing potato sticks 
at me and screaming, "Alphonse, come 
with me!", ,Tina Campbell led me to 
a back room where a group was start-
ing to tune up. I learned then 
that the 5toneflute had reformed. 
The original Stoneflute was 
formed in March of 1970. After per-
forming at several dances on cam-
pus and in the area, the group en-
joyed a summer's gig at the Sandbar 
in Old Orchard Beach. During this 
time they managed a few free concerts 
in Portland and a wedding reception 
(?!). The culmination of this group's 
excellent talent was their perfor-
mance at the Chicago concert. Then 
the disbanding came! each wanting 
to go on his own way. But the lure 
of dollars in their pocket and, more 
importantly, the need for individual 
creative fullfillment prompted the 
Stoneflute to re-group. The mem-
bers include Tina Campbell (lead 
singer), Jeff Smith (le·ad singer), 
Dave Fisher (lead guitar), Greg 
Mack (lead guitar), Berni e Baston 
(bass guitar), Larry Allen (flute, 
organ), Ken Saccone (drums), and 
Peter Mish (standby guitar). 
The majority of the members 
have a musi cal background or exper-
ience reaching back into grade school 
or beyond. Jeff Smith, who has had 
no musical training except for the 
experience he picked up playing with 
the Vaarg, sang publicly for the 
first time at three in the rectory 
of a church. Tina's first big break 
The Doors, Joplin, and some 
originals by Flash get special 
treatment, but the Stoneflute's style 
is hard to_ pinpoint. Each member's 
views on music, the group's sound, 
and on the music which has influenced 
them are different. Peter Mish feels, 
"It's an outlet for unwanted 
emotions--like pain and sorrow. 
When I'm down, it brings me up. 
That's what I like most about 
music; when things are put in a 
universal way, so in a hundred 
years from now, this same music will 
apply. 
I'm a loner and my music probably 
reflects that the most. 11 
Peter sees much of his own attitudes 
toward music reflected in that of 
Stephen Stills and Neil Young. 
"Their music most closly analyzes 
my feelings toward what I am inside. 
In other words, when I'm down or 
have some weighty problem, I can 
identify with them. But the music 
I identify with the most and like 
1the best is my own; for when I write, 
· I'm relieving tensions." 
into show biz, "my fantastic debut!", Dave Fisher, . like every other 
also was in church at the early age member, agrees a lot of work must 
of four---she was an angel in the be done between now and theif first 
Christmas service and sang "Silent appearance (the Sunday night we get 
Night". Peter Mish's first· contact back from Thanksgiving vacation), 
with music was in the form of Gil- but he is very optimistic about the 
bert and Sullivan operettas. His group's potential. 
parents were performers and he . "The hard rock group is going 
would attend their rehearsals. Both out; I know we'rr not a hard rock 
Bernie Baston and Dave Fisher became group. With the versatility of 
involved in music while they were each member, this enables us to vary 
in high school. Dave took up the our show--to make our music, our 
guitar after years of piano lessons. sound--uncommon to any other group. 
Bernie was one of two guitars in a. I'm not the guy to·start it off 
thi rte.en member folk group. Ken but if the rest of them are with 
Saccone beleives he's picked up most it, I'll be. Jeff usually starts 
of his training or experience by it off, and when he does, the rest 
playing in combos around Boston. of the group and myself usually 
Only Larry Allen, or Flash as he's follow." 
usually called, has had any inten- What is it about Jeff that makes 
sive formalized training. At eight it easier for him to get into a 
years old he was a classical pianist-- song? I think his identification 
playing at recitals throughout with Jim Morrison of the Doors , can 
southern and central Maine. partially explain why. 
"In high school I dropped clas- "I like the intensity at which 
sical and played rock and jazz. he sings. You can tell that he's 
I picked up the flute and resumed really part of the song. He has 
my classical tr~ining in my senior an evilness about him. He has a 
y~ar. I_had ~ust one flute lesson, magneticm about him like Jagger. 
with a girl; it lasted ~ll day at It's a feeling or a vibratiori from 
her ho~se. The rest is hi~tory:" him to the audience. I'd really 
Flash is also the only music maJor like to achieve this." 
of the group. His comprehension My ultimate goal, not to be phony, 
and mastery of music is respected is that I'd just like to be so into, 
by all the other members. More so totally involved, so totally un-
than anyone else, it is Flash's aware of what's going around you 
guidance which make the Stoneflute that I'm totally exhausted after 
such superb music makers. I finish a song. I've come close 
but I haven't hit it yet. 11 '· 
Involvement is also the key to 
Tina's performance. At th_e Chicago 
concert she received a sta'nding , 
ovation for her tribute to Janis 
Joplin. lip;rre; than drinl4i ng Southern 
Comfort, how else does Tina relate 
to Joplin. · . 
"In order to feel and interpret 
her (Janis Joplin) music, it's al-
most as if one has had to experience 
a suffering and a need for total 
fullfillment within one's self--
and I've had to." 
Ken Saccone, who plays not only to 
please others, believes Buddy Rich 
represents his view of a musical 
performer. 
"I like the arrangement of the 
stuff he does. He plays 100% all 
the time. That ' s what I want to 
do with this group--but it's gonna 
take some time for me to get adjusted." 
Like Ken, Bernie Baston is unsure 
of bimself with the group. Unlike 
the technical capabilities and 
knowledge of music theory and com-
position. What I'm trying to say 
/ 
is that I'm a lousy bass player at 
the time being. But I have great 
hopes and expectations for me in 
the future, if I can find someone · 
to work with me--very di 1 i gently! 11 
What about the future of rock? 
ijas it really burned itself out? 
Flash believes so; he told this 
reporter that the new approach to 
a free-form musical experience will 
come from the direction of formal-
ized, classical training--which is 
where he's heading. 
"Rock has been exhausted. The 
simpler things in rock are gone. 
It's been done over and over. I 
don't want to work confined in 
these simple limits--almost verging 
on idoocy. I'm just heading for 
pure, controlled sound; but this 
concept is so far ahead in the fu-
ture, I'll probably never see it. 
This (controlled sound) would be 
like a language that everybody 
would understand." 
From this diverse group of im~ 
mensely talented, sensitive musicians 
comes forth a sound which completely 
envelops the listener. It has an 
appeal to- people of all varying 
musical moods and philisophies. 
The Stoneflute is coming and when 
they arrive--it will be one big, 
beautiful musical explosion! 
editorials 
The Gorhalll 
Campus 
Your person screams louder than 
your words ... 
Since the inception of the Uni-
versity of Maine at Portland-Gorham, 
a certain group of students and 
faculty have continuously harangued 
and boasted about the 11 superiority 
of the one campus 11 in student abilityj 
faculty ability; over-all academics; 
and on how inferior a 11 cow-co 11 ege 11 
(with a large teacher education pro-
gram) is to the only real urban 
campus; 11 as well as other trite 
and unfounded attacks. And yet 
we have clung to the hope that 
these people ~ere not indicative 
of what the typical Portlander is 
like. We think we are correct in 
assuming the latter is true. 
To those who refuse to work with 
the Gorham/Portland faculty in 
creating unified departments; we 
invite you to leave. Not one per-
son here on the P-G Campus is irre-
placable. Why don't you work with 
us or get out? 
To students who absurdly point 
out that Gorham is inferior because 
it is primarily education; ask 
Theatre and Debate how things look 
nationally for this year. Check 
out the yearbook and tell us it ' s 
junk; or our literary magazine, 
Daemon. 
If our location is bothering 
anyone; sit in the cafeteria on a 
clear day an d look toward the White 
Mountains at sunset. Or walk over 
the hill toward Upton-Hastings from 
Woodward and tell us the view of 
the Windhams is dull. Stand on any 
end landing in West Bailey and say 
Mt . Washington (110 miles away) is 
just another hill. Tell me again, 
now, our campus isn't nice. 
If our faculty is bothering you, 
tell me why we are known in our 
own rights throughout the Northeast, 
and why we have such an excellent 
Art sponsored Film Series and Ford 
Retro~pective which took so much 
wor k; tell us Theatre is luckv and 
Debate a fluke; how is our English 
department able to support such a 
wide variety of lecturers and re-
late to all parts of the scene to-
day? Then, too, our faculty has 
proven itself excellent in many 
ways. 
Should we attack Portland on 
emotional grounds? No. They have 
a fine school ~nd an equally fine 
faculty. The merging of two such 
entities with like groups can only 
serve to strengthen and preserve 
excellence. 
Too . bad a small chosen few can 
ruin the work of so many. Are we 
not right gentlemen? 
This week's Campus Comments' ques-
tion concerns the rock groups Gor-
ham has had or will have this year. 
Chicago, Frank Zappa and the Mothers 
of Invention, the Chambers Brothers, 
Grand Funk' Railroad, and possibly 
James Taylor, have been or will be 
at the Gorham campus. The Observer 
inquires, Do you feel the rock groups 
Gorham is hiring for concerts is 
giving Gorham a good name? The 
answers are: 
This year has proven Gorham to be 
a center of entertainment for south-
ern Maine. · We have been able to 
have concerts of good ~uality for a 
relatively low price-. Gorham has 
had the resources to have good groups 
before, but these resources have 
never been used until this year. 
As for the groups Gorham has had 
this year, I believe they have given 
a good name. They are showing the 
diversification of interests on 
campus. Although Chicago and Zappa 
are completely different, they are 
both popular in their own ways. 
We at Gorham are trying to show 
·our 0illingness to please the ~asses 
of students in southern Maine.--Sue 
Brewer, Sophomore. 
Yes, because it gives the ~chool 
free publicity, secondly it enables 
outsiders to visit our beautiful 
I just finished eating with eight 
people at a table designed for six. 
I guess that proves that the carrpus 
is growing. More people are staying 
here on weekends. (Get the hint, 
cafeteria?) 
That reminds rre, I don't mind 
showing my I.D. card at rreals but 
I lost it once and was told to get 
another one. 'Well , fine, except 
that they cost a dollar. I've al -
ready paid for my rreals and I've 
paid a sixty-five dollar activity 
fee. HON corre then I'm not covered 
for a second I.D. card? Good thing 
ADVISnRY CC'f\f-UTTEE (CONT,) 
The initial purpose of the com-
mittee was to advise and inform the 
Chancellor on the University of Maine 
at Portland-Gorham. When Dr. Macleod 
assumed the Acting Pesidency, it was 
then instructed to act as a guiding 
body for him. It is failing in that 
task. Instead,-we have a closed forum 
.(See Letters and Glassman' s defense on 
Page 6 ) that assumes it is the truth, 
the light, and the right. I don't 
campus, and it is also one step 
forward in destroying the suitcase 
image. Aside from that it brings 
in additional financial revenue.--
G. & P., Sophomores. 
It all depends on what you mean by 
a good name. Gorham is a place of 
academic endeavors, not a center 
for rock music. I don't imagine 
that having rock groups constantly 
(monthly) coming to the campus hurts 
our image. But I would like a bal-
ance of the "other" cultures coming 
to Gorham (perhaps more plays, poetry 
reading, etc.). Also, "other" 
events should be as well-publicized 
(relative of course to their draw-
ing favor) as the rock events. 
Finally, how could the rock groups 
affect the "good name" or give a 
"good name" to Gorham? They come 
for a, one night stand and leave. 
Their music affects those concerned 
and their effect is generally not 
beyond that.--Michael J. Fitzpatrick, 
Junior. 
Being from Ri ddl onvi 11 e, the "total" 
population has knowledge of one and 
all the groups that PoGo University 
has had. Yesiree--the total popu-
lation of which there are nine, have 
ardently supported these goings-on 
via the town's 1952 Buick. Thank 
you Po~o U.--Randall Judkins, Fresh-
man. 
The rock groups may give UMPG-Gor-
ham a good name as an entertainment 
center, but I don't think that they 
affect the college as a whole. 
Cultural events properly publicized 
would do a great deal more for the 
college as an educational center. 
--Christine E~ Couch, Sophomore. 
by Jessie 
I found it, for my sake. If I had 
conplained to the authorities I pro-
bably would have gotten a lot of 
sympathy and a "tough shit for you• 
gcx:xlbye. 
let's talk about the tCMers. I 
have one thing to say: The new 
cooking units are beautiful, what 
I can see of them. When they arrived 
I heard they would be hooked up in 
two weeks. Anyone to place bets? . 
Before I end I want to congratu-
late the newly initiated orange 
j ackebren. After looking like hell 
all week, its good to see you smiling 
again. 
believe that it is the fault of the 
student members or the majority of 
those faculty on it. Instead, it 
seems to be tied in squabbling by 
persons who look down upon students 
as "peons" not as good as themselves. 
When the members of a committee can 
split themselves so markedly as the 
Advisory Committee did over the tu-
ition, then that same group can not 
be relied upon to make sound policy 
recommendations to the President. 
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----------------------------1927 GRAJJ QUESTION GRAJJif\G POLICIES., i GLAS~W~ SPtAKS ! ! ! 
Dear Editor: 
The Portland-Gorham Advisory 
Committee has requested me to write 
a description of our procedure con-
cerning participation in committee 
meetings by non-members of the com-
mittee. We hope that you will pub-
lish this letter for the information 
of all your readers. 
The decision of the Advisory 
Committee at its first meeting in 
March, 1970, was that all its meet-
ings should be open to observation 
but not participation. This remains 
a standing rule of the committee, 
reaffirmed at the meeting of Nov. 
11, 1970. The committee, not the 
chairman, has the power to suspend 
or waive this rule for the purpose 
of permitting non-members to address 
the committee. Any member of the 
committee may at any time move to 
suspend the rule. If the motion 
is seconded and receives the requi-
site number of votes, non-members 
will be permitted to address the 
committee under such conditions or 
limitations as may be contained in 
the motion to suspend the rule. 
This has been and remains the 
committee pol i cy with r e spec t to 
non-member partic i pation. 
Very truly yours, 
Henry P. Glassman 
Chairman 
Portland Gorham 
Advisory Committee 
CbCECBCoCEDJ83 
RSG TROOBLfS I I I 
Dear Editor: 
If there is one prominent trait 
on this campus, it's apathy; which 
leads to the eminent problem be-
tween Resident Student Government, 
R.A.'s and _Fioor Representatives. 
No one seems to care enouqh about 
the next individual to take the 
time and work out the various prob-
l ems which s e em to be confusing 
many of the residents. There was 
an In-Service Training Meeting held 
Thurs day evening to discuss any 
problems or misunderstandings that 
the R.A.'s, Floor Representatives, 
House ComI'littees or RSG may have 
had. It was an attempt to bring 
about awareness of the purpose and 
the relationship between the concern-
ed persons. 
I can't say that much was accom-
plished, one reason being very few 
floor representatives or House Com~ 
mittee members attended the meeting. 
Maybe they didn't care enough to 
voice their ppinions and try to 
lesson the communication gap, or 
perhaps they didn't even know about 
the meeting. Those that were there 
Dear Editor: 
Some one hundred Alumni receives 
th~ Gorham Observer and I hope 
appreciate it as much as I do. 
Though I am not always in full 
agreement with its contents I try 
for calm and an open mind. 
The September 18, 1970 issue con-
tained an open letter written by 
Alan Bray to Mrs. Sawtelle and those 
concerned. 
My first reaction was--another 
student in defiance of a teacher. 
I read it several times, each 
time 'finding myself more involved 
with the issue and forced to make 
a decision. Should I or shouldn't 
I? I was deeply moved, I waited 
in hopes of seeing something in the 
following issue. Nothing was forth-
coming. Could fear or retaliation 
keep others from expressing them-
selves? It could be, couldn't it? 
Their careers could be a stake or 
they might not have money for an 
extra summer course. Well, this 
is not a personal thing with me as 
far as the two involved are concerned. 
I know neither one. 
Assuming that the information 
is correct I ask this question-: 
What is the ultimate goal of educa-
tion? If it is not a challenge to 
put to better use the education 
thus far obtained, what - is it? It 
can't remain stagnant or stereotyped, 
can it? If you can't use it, what 
good is it? (That goes for several 
subjects, I fear.) 
Had the situation been reversed 
I wondered what Mrs. Sawtelle's re-
action would have been! Had she 
done the projects several times 
and considered it b~sy-work and 
time -wasting, what would she have 
really done and why? Now add to 
this the things relevant to the 
subject . of art ~hat Alan accomplish-
ed, plus the things he tried to ac-
complish which she would have done, 
if in his place, and give me the 
answer as to what would be the pic-
ture. Weigh the answer. Would she, 
looking for an Art teacher's posi-
tion, be willing or satisfied to 
be saddled with a D--assuming, of 
course, that the hire~ was letter 
rank addict and not not a questioner? 
What is the picture now? 
Congratulations, Alan, for hav-
ing the guts to insist on a F. 
May you stand on your accomplish-
ments and be able to succeed in your 
chosen field in spite of . the D 
which turned into F. 
I returned in '58 for a B.S. 
and will air a few things relevant 
to ranks that~ witnessed and heard. 
I was alone in a classroom when 
the instructo~ returned foll0wed 
by a student who had asked for a 
two-day extension to complete the 
projects. "Why ? " 
"I was doing Miss Wood's assign-
ment: a nd haven't had time for both." 
"Miss Wood, Miss Wood, that's 
all I hear - Miss Wood. V'hat does 
had mixed ideas on what their actual 
role was. 
If any conclusions could be made 
from the meeting, it would be that 
there is ·de~initely a lack of com- · 
munication that should be solved. 
And the only way will be through 
an understanding of each group's 
purpose and duties and through each 
individual caring enough to actually 
do something besides gripe about 
who's going to do what, while it 
doesn't get done. 
she have that I haven't?" (followed 
by needling) 
- "Everything." 
(This was not followed by a request 
of what "everything" meant. In 
fact the student never_got or took 
a chance for another word.) 
"You take an F for the course." 
This statement followed after 
the worst ~ongue-lashing from a· 
teacher I have ever heard. He left 
college; I would have, too, before 
I would have taken a course from 
her but would have exposed her be-
fore I left. I had all I could do 
----to keep out of the mess. I could 
have answered that ' "Everything", 
and should have. I regret it. I 
had had 30 years teaching experience, 
at the time, so I feel I was quali~ 
fied to answer. I'm taking the op-
portunity to do that 12 years later. 
"Everything." Miss W:>od does 
have everything . She has respect. 
She's a challenge. She's human. 
She's fair. She's fun. She's with 
it. She listens. She's abreast 
o f the times. She does her library 
work. She's dynamite! She e ven 
knows whether the information comes 
from an intermediate grade history 
book. If you think you can nap or 
will want to nap in her class, you 
won.'t. If you think you will get 
a stereotyped lesson day in and 
day out, you won't. If you don't 
already know it shehas more tricks 
in that head of hers to make you 
like history than Carter has pills. 
God Bless Esther Wood, the teacher 
with IT. O! if we could all be . 
Miss Woods in our various fields 
of education! 
Now let me stray from the sub lime 
to the r idiculous . 
If letter ranks mean anything 
and are to continue to be a basis 
for diploma and future advancement, 
a thorough study shou'ld be made 
and a serious effort made to over-
come their abus,e. 
A rank, done in pencil, left 
on the desk of the instructor, to 
be tampered with by students is 
absurb. Wl.en the instructor knows 
it, laughs and jokes about it, he 
could care less. But what about 
those it hurts?? 
' Personal conflicts, because you 
question a teacher about ranks or 
other things involved in the course 
is not reason for taking it out on 
a student rankwise or otherwise. 
No one is infallible. Those who 
can't admit mistakes have no busi-
ness in the classroom. 
If a teacher thinks his or her 
students are so naive that they think 
an instructor can average a student 
ranks for a quarter of semester 
by just glancing at them and come 
up with a plus or minus by the 
letter and, in some cases, even the 
right letter is lacking horse sense. 
I call it a good case of chronic 
laziness unworthy of the profession. 
If ranks are still to be in let's 
have a few ethics governing them--
if not--let's get rid of them. 
Let's le-ave personalities out 
of the picture and face reality 
whatever the scale. 
Try the human element, equality, 
the worth of the individual whether 
he's a square or round peg. 
You, in this minority group of 
instructors, throw out your petti-
ness. Let's have a fair evaluation 
of our students. 
Ellen Mccann 
'27 
r 
r 
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with the greeks 
J( 
- Delta Chi' 
by Mark Purcell 
is actively partici-
pating in the reorganization of the 
Inter-Fraternity Council. The new 
IFC will include Phi Mu Delta, 
Kappa Delta P.hi, Delta Chi, Tau 
Epsilon Phi (from Portland) and 
hopefrl~¥ ra~ Kappa Epsilon. We 
hope the new IFC will be a source 
of equal strength, not uncoordinated 
weakness as in the past. · 
We extend our congratulations 
to brothers Mike Cormier and Fred 
Almquist who were recently e+ected 
to the Who's Who in American Col-
leges and Universities. Congratu-
lations also to Rachel Roy, a mem-
ber of our Chi Delphia who was also 
named to Who's Who. 
In the Romance Department, we 
wish the best of luck to Jean Ouellette 
and Bob Hamaleinen on their recent 
engagement. Best of luck also to 
Marcia Scott & Merton Thompson, and 
Cathy Moulton & Mike Richards who 
were recently pinned. 
Don't forget our Folk Concert 
on December 4! Details will be 
pasted. It should prove to be an 
enjoyable yet inexpensive way to 
avoid the rush-rush-rush of the 
usual Friday nights here at Gorham. 
~Alpha 
" 
Xi Delta 
Cupid's arrows struck three sis-
ters of Alpha Xi Delta this past 
week. Our candlelights honored 
Gail Marston and Jean Ouellette 
who . were both engaged and Cathy 
Flaherty who was pinned. 
~ A writeup of Jo Ann Simokaitis 
appears in the recent edition of 
the Quill. Jo Ann represented the 
Epsilon Rho Chapter at Alpha Xi 
Delta Cort this summer. 
The sisters participated in a 
leg contest Monday evening put on 
Phi Mu 
by Helene Evans 
The sisters of Phi Mu are pleased 
to announce the ribboning of seven 
girls, bringing the total number 
of pledges to thirteen. The new 
robbonees are: Emmy Atherton, Re-
becca Boynton, Sonya Bryant, Linda 
Hathaway, Joan Malpass, Debbie Os-
good, and Donna Ridley. 
In order to raise money the sis-
ters and pledges are selling "jewelry. 
The pins are inexpensive and make 
excellent gifts. They are available 
from any sister or pledge, and will 
be on sale until November 30th-. 
Unfortunately, the Mr. PoGo u. 
contest was not able to be presented 
as planned, due to lack of support. 
It has been postponed until after 
the first of next year, in the hope 
that we can regain lost -interest 
in the project. 
On Tuesday, November 17th, a 
jeweler will speak to the sisters, 
pledges, and invited guests on the 
topic of diamonds. 
In closing, we wish to thank 
TKE, Alpha Xi Delta, Phi Mu Delta, 
and the freshman class at the Port-
land Campus for their cooperation 
in the efforts which were made to 
hold a Mr. PoGo U. contest. 
Finally, we wish the best of 
luck to sister Nancy Montpas on her 
recent engagement! 
ouse Gov't. Worthless 
by Joe TUtlis 
Now that the collegiate year is 
well under way, nost .groups here 
should be getting organized. One 
of these groups that has been strug-
gling to get going is that of the 
house conrnittee. 
Now sorre of you may wonder--what 
is a house cornnittee? Most people 
seem to think that is is . an organi-
zation (an overated organization 
I believe) of the students by 'Which 
they run their dorms. But the nore 
I see them in action, or rather 
inaction-I wonder, are they outdated, 
a showpiece or just plain ineffective 
House comnittee lovers, don't 
take rre wrong, I don't hate house 
conrni ttees. Fact is, I'm on the 
conrni ttee in the towers. With our 
by the pledges. It proved a humor-
ous experience. Among the winners 
were Elaine St. Pierre, Andi Fernald, 
Sue Jewell, Janice Ranta, Doris 
Dufour, and Jo Ann 
Our pledges were happy to serve 
the pledges of Delta Chi, Phi Mu 
Delta, and TKE at dinner Thursday 
evening in the President's Dining 
Hall. 
, weekly rreetings we've acconplished 
very little. I attribute a lot of 
this to the fact that all we can 
really do is to recorrrrend. I don't 
· ! believe we have any real power. 
Question: How did two big, strong 
TKE's manage to get bagged by three 
small, weak Alpha Xi Delta's? 
SPECIAL NOI'ICE: 'Ihis is a remindeP 
to the faculty, students, and staff 
of UMPG that Wednesday, Noverrber 18, 
:rrarks the seventy-sixth birthday of 
Dr. Francis L. Bailey, president 
emeritus of Gorham, 'Who served from . 
1940-1960. 
I should hope that any student ~ 
should have the right to question 
or recorrrrend freely with the house 
directors. 
Maybe it is tirre to drop the 
false illusion that it runs the 
dorm and accept the idea that the 
house conrnittee is only an organi-
zation for forwarding an official 
ccrrplaint to the house director. 
The running of the houses is ·done 
hqc-the =aidr 
by the directors, not a house com-
mittee with no power. 
Perhaps there is no need or room 
for the grass-roots dorm politics 
of a house corrmittee with a student 
senate and a R.S.G. What do you 
think? 
OBSERVER 
Mr. PoGo U. 
Struck Down 
As you are aware the sisters of 
Phi Mu sorority, at the Gorham cam-
pus of UMPG had scheduled a PoGo u. 
contest for this evening. And as 
you are also aware, the contest to 
elect a Mr. PoGo CT. was not held. 
vt!Y NOT? 
To answer in simple terms (and 
polite ones) LACK OF COOPERATION. 
Yes, apathy has struck again. When 
we planned the event, it was the 
general feeling that it would be 
entertaining and fun. And publicity 
was no problem-~ posters and news 
items were in abundance. Only the 
Candidates were missing. 
The co-chairman of the project 
contacted six organizations on the 
Gorham campus, and five on the 
Portland Campus. In the final analy-
sis, only FOUR o~ the eleven groups 
came through. Sorry folks, but you 
can't blame this goof on the members 
of the sorority. The persons to 
blame for this know who they are . 
But if they weren't interested why 
didn't they tell us in the begin-
ning? So, to those of you who ask 
why wasn't the event held, go to 
those in command and find out why 
they wouldn't cooperate with us. 
The project has been shelved 
until after the first of January. 
Perhaps then we can get someone to 
show some interest and willingness 
to cooperate so that the Mr. PoGo 
U. contest can be held. 
But anyway, thanks to Tau Kappa 
Epsilon, Alpha Xi Delta, Phi Mu 
Delta, and the freshman class at 
Portland for their support. At 
least they care! 
ra 
• IME 
Sincerely, 
The sisters & 
pledges of Phi 
Mu sorority 
The purpose of the column is to pro-
vide space for students needing rides 
to places around Maine and the North-
east. Requests must be signed and 
should be specific. Thanks ... 
Riders Wanted: 
Iridgeton Area_, Every Friday, 
Steve Norton, Kitchen 
Rockland-Camden, Any weekend, 
Jeff Connon, 208 Woodward 
$1 each way 
Rides Wanted 
Pittsfield, Saturday, anytime, 
Denise Tryder, 424 Upton 
Waterville, Nov. 21, anytime 
Debbie Silva, 714 Tower A 
Massachusetts, Nov. · 25, anytime, 
Sue Blech, 839-4938 or English 
Dept. 
Poughkeepsie or Albany, New York, 
Thanksgiving, Carl Bucciantini 
or Gary Brousseau (416, 415 An~ 
derson. Will split expenses. 
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FILM-RETROSPECTIVE 
DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK 
BOWDOIN ST. FRANCIS -GORHAM FARMINGTO 
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 
16NOV 17NOV 18NOV 19NOV 
DRUMS ALONG 
THE MOHAWK SEVEN WOMEN DR. BULL SUBMARINE 
PATROL 
THE BLUE £AGLE 3:30 
MONDAYS - BOWDOIN COLI.EGE I SMITH AUDITORIUM / BRUNSWICK 
TUF..5DAYS - ST FRANCIS COLI.EGE I GYMNASIUM / BIDDEFORD 
WEDNF.5DAYS - UMPG - GORHAM CAMPUS / BAILEY AUDITORIUM / GORHAM 
THURSDAYS - UM at FARMINGTON I THOMAS HAIL / FARMINGTON 
FRIDAYS - UMPG - GORHAM CAMPUS / BAILEY AUDITORIUM I GORHAM 
SATIJRDAYS - UMPG - PORTIAND CAMPUS / LUTHER BONNEY HAIL / PORTIAND 
SUNDAYS - UMPG - PORTIAND CAMPUS / LUTHER BONNEY HAIL I PORTIAND 
DR. BULL 
GORHAM PORTLAND PORTLAND 
FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY 
20NOV 21NOV 22NOV 
THEMANWHO 
SHOT THE INFORMER HOWGREEN 
LIBER1YVALANCE WAS MY VALLEY 
'. THE INFORMER 
1935(R.KO Radio) 91 minutes 1939 (20th Century-Fox) 103 minutes 
"Fords version of the Walter D. Edmonds novel 
of the Mohawk Valley during the Revolutionary 
War years comes off as a stirring romance with 
its full quota of Indian-raid terror, hearty fron -
tier humor, the resolute spirit of the farmer-
pioneers. Most of the farmers disliked the 
"Yankee" Continental Congress as much as they 
disliked the British. and wanted no part of a 
revolution. They did not realize that they had 
been fighting for a flag and a nation'.' 
SEVEN WOMEN 
1966(Ford-Smith-M-G·M) 87 min 
"Stock melodrama about North China mission 
ravaged by Mongolian barbarians: for program· 
markets. but John Ford name to bally'. ' - Variety 
"Ford has made a beautiful film . in 'sixties 
Panavision and Metrocolor, as beautiful as any 
of his thirties masterpieces and with no less 
command over his medium. He has brought 
ambiguity, a hint of Bunuels Thank God l\n 
an atheist' to a sto,y of seven somewhat tire-
some females whose qual ifications fo r mission 
wo1:k remain uncompromisingly invisible (ex-
cept for fl ora Robsons Methodist) throughout:' 
1933(Fox) 76 minutes 
"A country doctor, played by Will Rogers, re· 
fu ses to indulge his smalltown patients in their 
petty illnesses, but rises to the occasion when 
an epidemic strikes the community." 
THE MAN WHO SHOT 
. LIBER1YVALANCE 
· "Troubled Ireland in the 1920s was the back-
ground for this masterpiece of betrayal, de· 
bauchery, remorse and retribution. One of the 
great films of all time, it brought Ford inter· 
national acclaim and his first Academy Award. 
as well as the New York Film Critics Award for 
Best Direction. - George J . Mitchell 
THE RLUE EAGLE 
1926 (Fox) 75 minutes 
Frank Nugent 
"Rivals as civilians, and both in love with the 
samejirl, gang leaders D'Arcy and Ryan con-
tinue \l'eir feud in the navy, where only military 
discipline keeps them in check .. :· 
l"eter Bogdanovich 
Peter J. Dyer 
Geof"!!e J. Mitchell 
SUBMARINE PATROL 
1938 (20th Century-Fox) 95 minutes 
"A broken-down ship in the Splinter fleet 
(whose job was searching out enemy subma-
rines in World War I) is whipped into shape by 
a tough captain '.' - Peter Bogdanovich 
1962 (Ford-Paramount) 122 minutes 
"A simple, ironic story. A green F.astem lawyer 
(James Stewart) shows up in a Western town 
terrorized by an unregenerate thug. Liberty 
Valance (Lee Marvin). The idealistic F.astemer 
wants, of course, to clean out the gunmen and 
cattle barons and make the town a decent place 
to live. He goes about trying to accomplish this 
- pretty ineffectually - in the great American 
Way ( establishment of an effective constab· 
ulary, elections, etc.):' DuPre Jones 
;HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY 
1941 (20th Centuiy-Fox) 118 minutes 
An extraordinary evocation of life in a Welsh 
mining village and the disaster that leaves it 
with nothing but memories. The film rambles 
agreeably- characters are lightly sketched ir,, 
a labor conflict is touched on- but what holds 
·the picture together is Fords deep Wtder- · 
standing of human nature and his feeling for 
place (though the village was specially built 
! for the film in California). - Michael Webb 
"People ... " (Cont.) 
believe, requires a stronger defini-
tion. There are no words yet, in 
any dictionary or encyclopedia, that 
can descr,j.be the Chambers Brothers. 
How the Brothers feel about what 
they are doing and how their future 
looks--"It does offf:}r something 
more than just a premonition" ... 
says George, who is called "Pops" 
because he is the oldest of the 
furthers. "We are trying to deliver 
some kind of a message like getting 
people together with peace and love 
instead of so much violence." 
"We are trying to express our-
selves through our music. We are 
expressing the way we feel about 
life. v,·e try to create a great 
feeling among the people," says, 
Willie, who plays guitar, and is 
so wise he can feel things happening 
'way before they happen. 
Like the rest of the B'.'others, 
Lester agrees: "With our music we 
are trying to bring as many people 
together as we can. It is like our 
crusade for togetherness." 
Joe plays guitar and do~s a hell 
of a job. 
And last, but not least~ is 
Brian, who is the youngest of the 
Brothers. He was born in Yorkshire 
and is better known as Brian Keenan 
Chambers, the drummer for the group. 
Brian came to this country at the 
age o f nine and returned to England 
to finish out his schooling. He 
came back to the states to live in 
the Bronx. Brian is an electronic 
genius. I Il_)their home in Connecticut 
Brian built a recording studio with 
just pliers, a screwdriver and a 
soldering iron .- ---Experts came to 
i nvestigate Brian's new creation 
and fOUld not believe that one man 
could have so much knowledge about 
electronics. Brian stands even 
taller as a drumrner--he has the 
fastest hands and feet any drummer 
could conceive. When he beats 
his drums you feel all the love that 
he has in his heart. 
"rve play what is in out hearts; 
love, peace, and happiness." 
The :a-others have a magnetic 
way of reaching into your heart 
and soul. In their travels through-
out Europe, the Brothers have con-
quered the hearts of such countries 
as Denmark, Sweden, Germany, and 
England, and have been called back 
by popular demand. The Brothers' 
love has spread throughout the 
world to such countries as Austria, 
Israel, many Northern Kfrican 
countries, Italy, Switzerland, Ja-
pan and even as far as Russia. 
The Brothers' first hit, "The 
Time Has Come Today", will always 
be a classic and is in the music 
Hall of Fame. 
The Chambers Broghers with the 
love, peace and happiness they carry 
in their hearts will some day change 
the world into believing we can all 
live together as one.~ 
q__:j 
THERE WILL BE AN IMPORTANT DIS-
CUSSION ON THE TASK FORCE REPORT 
ON TEACHER EDUCATION AT 4 P,M, IN 
ROOM 304 BA I LEY , l✓ED ., Mov, 18 , ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS ARE URGED 
TO ATTEND, 
Casco 
Cou!l,try 
Store 
Mr. "G" Shopping Center 
Gorham 
Hardware Houseware 
Sporting Goods 
School Supplies 
Clothing 
Low Prices 
and Top Value 
And S & H 
Green Stamps Too! 
MR. G. FOODLINER 
108 Main St., Gorham, Maine 
GO~HAM PHARMACY, Inc. 
THE Rexall Store 
Prescription Specialists 
School Supplies 
Cosmetics 
Hallmark Cards 
Fine Candies 
"One of Maine's Finest Stores" 
104 Main St. 
Phone 839-3160 
10% DISCOUNT 
On All 
Decorated Cakes 
For 
GORHAM STUDENTS 
Gorham 
839-3738 
( wi _th college identification ) 
10 MAIN ST, GoRHAM 
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SPORTS BANQUET 
GOLF - SOCCER - CROSS CoUNTRY 
~-lov, 17 - 7: 00 P, M, 
OBSERVER 
SPORTS 
LIGHT I I I 
Smitty 
Cross Country Ends Season rv , . . by Don Lamontagne . -:11 ke Sm, th, one o'f the more pro-
m1 s 1 ng freshmen recruits on the 
1970-71 G?rham cross country team, 
has won first place in meets at UMP 
and Wo:cester State. At 5 1 8 11 , 142 
lbs, M~ke shares the captain and 
number l position with teammate 
of Work and Struggle 
by Mike Roix 
Well, it's all over now. No 
more taped. ankles, no more dextrose 
pills, and no more sleepless nites · 
before torrorrow' s meet. It has 
been a rough season for the dedicated 
runners at Gorham State this year. 
'Ihey spent many hours practicing 
but could never seem to put it all 
together for one meet. 
Freshman Mike Smith had a fine 
year. Plagued early in the season 
by sore knees from a high school 
injury, Mike finished out of the • 
top ten only once. Many hours of 
practice kept him running strong 
and in ccrnpetition for that number 
one spot all season. 
Another freshman, Ron "Kid" Kelly, 
ran number two man for the Huskie 
Harriers this year. Weighing out 
at 113 pounds and running twice a 
day the "Kid" followed close on 
Smith's heels. In the next to last 
race, rln:1 on our horre course, Kelly 
was running strong only to step in 
a rut and sprained his ankle. This 
caused~ to drop out of that race 
and run his last meet with a taped 
ankle. 
Speaking of tape, we have to 
mention Gary Davis who ran number 
3 most of the season. Gary was 
plagued most of the season by sore 
legs. Before every meet one was 
always sure to find coach Thomas 
with a roll of tape preparing his 
number 3 man for the race. 
. Dave Davor, the only Huskie 
mistaken for a girl, put in nany 
a fine effort although plagued by 
sore knees for most of the season. 
Dave ran number 4 nost of the time 
and added most of .the comedy to the 
squad. 
OUr only novice this year was 
Jerry Myatt, a freshman fran Port-
l~d. Jerry ran anywhere from 2nd 
t o 5th man. Jerry put out a great 
effort this year. Now with some 
experience he should really show 
up well. 
Next was one of the old rnen in 
the sport, Marty "The Bear" callahan. 
Marty never really got into shape 
notice .~ 
SPECIAL NOTICE: There will be a 
meeting of all those interested in 
football at Gorham for the 1971 
season, in Room 119 Bailey Hall on 
Nov. 19 (Tuesday) at 7:30 p.m. Your 
support is needed. 
MEN'S VARS IT'i SKI TEAM: Monday , 
November 16, is the last chance to 
I sign up. Any men interested in I participating or in being manager 
1 of the team should contact Ron Cole i in the Music Department, Gorham 
• camput, as soon as possible. 
but put out some brilliant efforts 
and could never be counted out. 
At 22, his next season seems to be 
a pranising one, for Marty has sworn 
to run next summer. · 
Back from last year was Mike 
Roix who put together one good race 
but never seemed able to put it al-
together again. The heaviest runner 
he and Kid Kelly had a lot of laughs' 
about each other's weight. 
Bob Fmser, a Nova Scotia product, 
was one of the best runners all 
year. Doing some fine running, 
although sidelined during mid season 
due to knee trouble, Bob is one of 
the greatest guys on the team. He 
stepped. out of the last meet so 
one ?f the other runne~s could go 
and it was greatly appreciated. 
Lloyd Crocker, another freshman 
put out a great effort all year and 
r~ally. practiced hard. Myatt' s 
side kick and a caneqian, Lloyd 
added a great deal to the souad. 
Ron Kelly. 
At Gorham High School, from which 
he graduated in 1970, h~ earned 
several letters in both track and 
cross country. In his sophomore 
year at G.H.S. he set a new school 
record runninq two miles in 10:19. 
~ast year he received the G.H.S. 
Most Valuable Player" award in 
cross country. 
This year Mike, who resides in 
Gorham, commutes daily to classes 
on the Gor~am campus, where he majors 
i~ Industrial Arts. In his spare 
t~me, besides enjoying to run, he 
likes to collect coins and to draw. 
After earning a B.A. degree in In-
dustrial Arts Mike intends to teach 
school and to coa·ch cross country. 
Last, but most irrportant, is 
Coach Thomas. The coach took a The varsity volleyball team was 
real beating· year, the only real defeated by a strong B;,tes corrbine 
losing season he has had. Robbed in the opening game for both col·· 
of many races and many runners, Mr. leges on Monday. The scores of the 
Thomas molded his runners into a games were 15-4, 15-1, and 15-5. 
fine bunch. He spent long hours The Gorham team is led by Jeanne 
at practice preparing for the corning Wilbur. Other rrernbers of the team 
race and long hours during the race are I.ois Bailey, Donna McGibney, 
watching things fall apart and never Janet Saurman, Pam Siddell, Ann 
quite function as they should have. Underwood and Carolyn Van Hom. 
The coach never said die but was The junior varsity came back 
perfextly honest with his squad. strongly after losing the first two 
Better luck next year to a great garres and won the last three with 
coach and great guy. scores of 5-15, 7-15, 15-13, 15-6, 
Now for a look at the last race and 15-8. outstanding player for 
of the season. Last Tuesday the Gorham was Barbara Waterman, who 
team traveled to Keene for the N .A.I .A. used her strong serve to oreat ad-
Champi?nship Race. After staying van~ge and played an excellent de-
over night, the team went out in fensi ve game. Donna Crichton cap-
the morning and ran. That after- tain of the J. V. team also sh~ws 
noon a dedicated team faced the great promise. 
toughest corrpetition of the year. ~e teams are now preparing for 
Although all the runners improved the.ir 1:e~ matches on Tuesday when-
their time, the far superior teams they visit Westbrook College. 
out distanced them. 
So much for the season that 
n~v~r was. Next year is more pro-
mising than the one which just passro 
so sports fans hang on for another 
year~ 
PAOLO SOLER! The Gty In The Image Of Man 
INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL & BASKETB\LL : 
Volleyball, Tuesday and Thursday 
evenings at 7 and basketball, Mon-
day and Wednesday evenings at 7. 
All UMPG women are invited. Teams 
will be divided up after the first 
meetings which start this week in 
the women's gym at Gorham. 
at the ART GALLERY UNIVERSITY of MAINE at Portland-Gorham (GORHAM CAMPUS) MONDAY 9 P.M. 
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Costello · As,sumes , UMPG 
A thletic Director Post 
The trustees of the Universit y 
of Maine have approved the app::,int-
ment of Dr . Richard A Costello as 
director of athletics for the Univer-
sity of Maine at Portland- Gorham. 
Costello, 42, joined the faculty 
of Gorham State College in the fall 
of 1953 as in instructor of physical 
education. · At that time he served 
as assistant coach of basketball 
and baseball, the only two varsity . 
sp::,rts offered at the campus . In 
Page 11 
'Open Meeting 
For Fellowship 
Every Tuesday 
The Inter-Varsit y Christian 
Fellowship group on the Gorham 
campus 1,reets every Tuesday even-
ing from 6:30p.m. until 8:00p.m. 
at Anderson Fireside .Lounge. Dr. William J . MacLeod, acting 
president of UMPG, in announcing 
the app::,intment said that Professor 
Costello would be resp::,nsible for 
program devel opment, scheduling 
of inter- collegiate athletic events 
and for general p::,licies regarding 
the future of athletics at the two-
carrpus institution . 
1955 Coach Costello was named athletic 
director and chairman of the Depart-
ment of Health and Physical F.<luca-
tion at GSC. Through his efforts 
Inter-Varsity consists of an 
hour and a half of fellowship with 
other students for Bible study , 
discussions, and group singing. 
It's purp::,se is to reach out the 
campus for Jesus Christ. as athletic director, a varsity 
soccer team was introduced in 1956; 
a tennis team i n 1958; golf in 1962; 
cross country in 1963: track and 
field in 1968 and skiing in 1969. 
In addition to his duties as athletic 
di rector and departrrent chairman, 
Professor Costello stil l serves as 
head coach for basketbal l and golf 
at the Gorham campus . 
He received his bachel or of 
science degree in physi ca l education 
from the Uni versi ty of Alabama. in 
1952 and his M.S. from the Uni ver-
sity of I lli noi s i n 1953. In 1965 
he received his doctor of physical 
education degree from Springfield 
College. Professor Costello is 
a rrember of the American Association 
of University Professors, Phi Epsi-
l on Kappa, the Maine Association 
for Health and Physical Education, 
and Recreation. He is currently 
listed in "1ivho's 1ivho in American 
E<lucation" and is a recipient of 
the leadership honor award made by 
the Maine Association for Health 
and Physical Education . 
MONDAY 
At our meeting on Cx:t ober 27 
we el ect ed officers for Int er-
Varsity who are: President-Barbara 
Thorrpson; Vice-President-Wendy 
Eggert; Secretary-Treasurer-Jaynee 
Brooks; Publici ty Chail'.'Illfl.n-Barbara 
Harriman. , 
Co far we have discussed the 
topic "Can Christians Go to Hell " 
Next meet ing the topic will be, 
"Fear of God. " 
We we l corre everyone t o cone 
and enjoy fel lowship wi th us . It ' s 
an interqenorninational group which 
welcanes all denominations. 
WOMEN' S SENIOR LEFESAVING: All 
women who are interested in taking 
Senior Lifes aving for P . E. credit 
beginning January 3, please sp~ak 
to Mrs. Hodgdon in the P . E. office 
at Gorham. 
6 :00 
p.m. 
UM P G GORHAM CAMPUS WOMEN'S 
SKI TEAM MEETING 
CORRECTION: Th e gymnasium on t he 
Portland campus wi ll be open for 
free play from 1-3 p.m. on Saturdays 
instead of 9 a.m. - 12 noon as re-
ported l ast week. 
Room 135, Dining Center Lounge Area 
All women who are interested in ski-
ing are invited to this meeting and to 
join the Ski Team. Aud Engum, 
McLellan House , 839-3788 , and Mrs. 
Hodgdon, Physical Ed. Dept. will be 
glad to answer any questions. 
Doctoral Fellowships 
For American Indian Students 
Who Have Not Yet 
Started Gra duate Study 
These Fellowships are for American Indian Students 
who plan to enter careers in higher education. 
The Fel lowsh ips a re ope n to 
.American Indian Students who 
(1} have rece ived a bachelo r's 
degree duri ng th e t en y,ea rs 
ending September 1971, (2) plan 
to enter graduate school and 
study full-time for a- Ph.D. in the 
humanities, the social sciences, 
or the natural sciences, and (3) 
plan to enter careers in higher 
education. A person is not eligible 
if he has previously, or is now, 
engaged in professional or grad-
uate study. 
Recipients will be selected upon 
the recommendation of a panel 
of distin~uished faculty members 
in the respective academic 
d.isciplines. 
Each fellowship award will sup-
port full-time graduate study for 
up to five years if the Fellow main-
tains satisfactory progress toward 
the Ph.D. The Fellow may begin 
study in either the Summer Ses-
sion of 1971 or the Fall Term of-
1971. Each year the award will 
cover (a} the full tuition and fees 
required by the graduate school, 
(b) an allowance of $300 for books 
and supplies, and (c} a monthly 
stipend for living costs. An un-
married Fellow wil l receive a st i-
pend of $250 per month. A married · 
Fellow will receive a stipend of 
$250 per month and may also 
claim his/ her spouse and up to 
two children as dependents if the 
gross income of each dependent 
is not more than $2,500 per year; 
st ipends fo r each dependent will 
be $50 per month. 
The deadline for submitting appl i-
cations is January 31, 1971. The 
nam es of the recipi ents of the 
Fellowships will be announced on 
or about April 15, 1971. 
For application forms and addi-
t ional information, write to: 
Doctoral Fellowships 
For American Indian Students 
The Ford Foundation. 
320 East 43rd Street 
New York, New York 10017 
/ 
,, 
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fl, \·1 . . t~r from · the desk E~ELI SH r1\JORS I I I I I English Majors Association of the Gorham Campus will meet Tuesday at 2·p.m. in 207B. All interested are invited to attend. 
~~-
~r ~~ 
Greetings and Felicitations: 
'Ihe iren of Woodward Hall proudly 
announce the forthcaning "Harvest 
Ball", the first "wet" affair to 
grace our beloved campus. The af-
fair will be held in Upton lounge, 
old cafeteria, and will feature, 
in addition to live entertainrrent 
(music of all types), refreshrrents 
(popcorn, chips, and pretzels) , 
semi-forman atrrosphere (candlelight -
and reserved seating)---alcoholic 
beverages (a varied selection of 
mixed drinks and/or beer). The 
cost? A rnere six dollars per couple. 
The affair will begin promptly at 
8 p.m. on Nov. 20th and will last 
four glorious hours. Requirements? 
Semi-fo:rma.l attire and proper ID's 
(no persons under 20 yrs. of age 
may attend, per order of state law). 
Advance reservations rna.y be _rna.de 
in the Woodward Hall lounge between 
the hours of 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. Also 
available is a list therein contain-
ing the narres of all _registered 
students, cc:mnuters and residents, -
of legal age by Nov. 20th. The rren 
of Woodward do not believe in stand-
ing on ceremony. Therefore: Gents, 
treat M'lat special girl to an even-
ing she'll really appreciate. Gals, 
do it the Sadie Hawkins way--here's 
your chance to treat him. Or, go 
Dutch Treat. Whatever the case, 
get your tickets early, seating 
capacity limited. Talk it over with 
friends and sit together.~ · · 
JC & 3t/, Ca'Lte'L Co. 
9ootwea'L /o'L the en.ti'Le gamiLy 
9 STATE STREET GORHAM, MAINE 04038 
Telephone 839-4844 
same 
, interesting 
things for the 
individual with 
,/ , . . ' J 11 J1111, 1 taste. 
:t··11 ·south street 
- gorham 
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Kathy; Greene, staff cartoonist, has gone 
home to Huntington, Long Island, due to an 
illness. She had been under treatment at 
Maine Medical Center. We hope everything 
goes okay while she is recuperating. 
Abortion Service 
r · --------- - -, --- -- -- ------ ------- ---- --- -
Open Information 
Terrple U. has begun an abor-
tion referral service for the col-
lege cornnunity. 
Due to the liberality of abor-
tion laws of various states, few 
people realize the proper procedures 
in obtaining an easily accessable 
and inexpensive pregnancy termina-
tion. 
Even though liberalized abor-
tion refonn bills are being passed, 
certain criteria rrust be met, de-
pending upon the state. In New 
York, vtlere abortions are legal up-
on the will of the rrother they can 
be perfonned on an outpatient basis 
safely up to the l-1.th week of preg-
nancy from $200-$350. 
After 12 weeks hospitalization 
is required and the cost jumps from 
$700-$1000. 
The time elernent involved is 
of the uµrost importance. Con-
fi:rma.tion of the possible pregnancy 
is the fir&t irrmediate step to in-
sure that the pregnancy termination 
can be -=-:one within 12 weeks if ne-
cessary. 
ARS started as an aid to Terrple 
U. only, but our services have been 
demanded by many social services in 
the ~a. area. We are trying our 
best to help eve::-yonc, however, we 
still remain non-profit and must 
operate on donations. 
In only a few weeks tine we 
have been flooded by reg:uests for 
help by colleges around the coun-
try. We are now associated with 
the finest clinics in New York 
city. 
Our office is now organized 
by volunteers and is staffed day 
and night. If we can be of help 
call 1-215-878-5800, for personal 
consultation. 
-----------------------
0 
THE TALE -OF IVAN THE FOOL AND MALYANA THE MUTE 
Gorham Campus Russell Hall 
November 21 
FRI. SAT. NOV. 20 - 21 
Lee Marvin - Clint Eastwood 
IN 
II PAINT YOUR WAGfll,, 
7:00 & 9:00 MAT. SAT. 2:00 P.M . 
Adm . Night $1.25 Matinee $1 .00 
Saturday 8 p.m. 
RED/NS' 
Your College _Supply Store 
"LOCATED ON THE SQuARE 11 
Gorham, Me. 
839-45 41 
